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Feathered family on the !y - 

         Canada geese speck the sky.

"V" formation winging high.

         Autumn !ocks honk-honk 'goodbye.'

Getting colder every day.

          Time for them to !y away.

Somehow they just know the way

         to warmer places they can stay

and rest their wings and eat their #ll

         and leave behind the frozen chill.

Instincts, teamwork, luck, and skill

         urge them on for weeks, until...

by Liana Mahoney
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can go to make their perfect nests.

         Instincts tell them North is best

to lay their eggs, their highest quest.

         Survival is their greatest test.

When Spring pulls Winter's blanket back,

         geese !ock together in a pack.

Their "V"s !y north, a long backtrack,

         then honk 'hello' in white and black.

at last, the battle has been won!

         Finally, migration's done!

Time to soak in southern sun,  

         and gorge on greens - what goosey fun!

Getting warmer every day.

         Time for them to !y away.

Somehow they just know the way

         to northern places - places theyPREVIEW
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4) What four things are important for migratory birds to reach their destination?

3) What does “eating their !ll” mean?

1) What is a quatrain?

Migration Story

2) What is a rhyme scheme? Figure out the rhyme scheme used in the poem.

5) De!ne onomatopoeia and personi!cation, and !nd some examples from the poem. 

onomatopoeia

personi!cation
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Answer key

4) What four things are important for migratory birds to reach their destination?

Instincts, teamwork, luck, and skill are required for migratory birds to reach 

their destination.

3) What does “eating their !ll” mean?

It means eating as much as they can so they don’t feel hungry for a long 

1) What is a quatrain?

A stanza with four lines is called a quatrain; this poem has seven quatrains.

Migration Story

2) What is a rhyme scheme? Figure out the rhyme scheme used in the poem.

A rhyme scheme is the poet’s use of a speci!c rhyme across the stanzas in 

the poem. Here, it’s AAAA, because all the four lines in a stanza end with 

words having the same rhyme.

5) De!ne onomatopoeia and personi!cation, and !nd some examples from the poem. 

When a word sounds like what it 

means
honk-honkonomatopoeia

Attributing human traits to 

inanimate objects
Instincts tell thempersoni!cation

time.
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